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THE CABOT ACE DEBATE

National economy arguments

The main case made by proponents of cabotage relaxation refers to
economic benefits arising from access to lower freight rates. For example, a 1991
report of the U.S. International Trade Commission estimated that the Jones Act
resulted in a welfare cost to consumers of between US$4.2 and US$l 0.4 billion
annually in 1988 dollars.

Particular economic benefits typically cited under this argument are:
.-Lower 

costs of production and delivery leading to lower prices for
consumers and increased trade competitivencs.s

Coastal shipping provides input to the national economy either throughthe 
transport of commodities used in manufacturing (as an intermediate cost of

production) or through the distribution of finished goods (as a component of finalretail 
prices).

Policy makers need to make an objective assessment of the overall
economic benefits of the removal of cabotage. This will vary from country to
country depending on its industrial profile and the competitiveness of its shipping
industry .

Many national statistical authorities produce tables called input-outputtables 
which detail the linkages and interdependencies of industries and theiroutput, 
including transport. If these tables are available they can provide a usefultool 

for the policy maker.

Generally it will be found that shipment costs will be a higher proportionof 
the price of low value commodities (bulk goods, rural produce, etc.) than highvalue 

finished goods such as manufactures

The USA Maritime Cabotage Task Force, defending cabotage, claims that
a 50% decrease in shipping freight rates for unleaded gasoline would have an
impact of only one cent per gallon at the pump, or around US$7 per year for the
average US car driver.

Elimination of import substitution

High coastal shipping costs can lead to domestically produced goodsbeing 
uncompetitive with imports when domestic distribution costs substantiallyexceed 

international shipping costs.
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This situation can arise particularly in relation to thin domestic trades and
low cost commodities or when the international shipping has a cross trade ormargiii:afiY~sting 

advantage.

Examples cited by the Jones Act Reform Coalition include that it is
cheaper to import coal from Indonesia to the USA than ship it from Alaska.

It should be noted that under some circumstances domestic shipping will
always find it difficult to be cost competitive. There is a large fleet of foreign
bulk ships continually servicing Australia's substantial exports of coal, iron ore,
wheat, sugar and alumina. As most of these skips arrive in Australia empty there
is an opportunity for them to marginally cost their inbound capacity at rates that
domestic shipping could never compete with.

Competition arguments

A reason often cited for relaxing cabotage is to introduce competitivepressures 
into domestic shipping markets with resultant freight and efficiencydividends. 
While the economic logic of this argument is attractive, actual benefitswill 

depend on the size and structure of the coastal shipping market concerned.
Policy makers should also be conscious of the possible impact of the increased
competition on the long term supply of domestic-transport services.

The competition argument would appear most relevant to general
(multiple) user shipping such as coastal liner shipping or coastal tramp shipping.

International cross trading ships in particular may be able to offer
marginally costed freight rates which not only significantly undercut rates offered
by domestic shipping, but indeed also undercut alternate domestic transportmodes 

such as road or rail.

While these lower freight rates and the competitive pressure they create
may look very attractive to shippers initially, there is a need to look beyond theimmediate 

windfall gain.

There is a possibility the cross trader may not always be able to meet theneeds 
of the shipper. Two questions the shipper and policy maker need to askare:

-What assurance is there that the cross trader will maintain the services?Pressures 
on international shipping are such that routes are selected andmaintained 
on the basis of optimizing cargoes and returns. A downturn in anotherpart 

of the world could see a route or frequency re-adjustment to the detriment ofthe 
coastal shipper.
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-Will the cross trader always be able to provide the cargo capacity the
coastal trades require? Many intemationalliner trades are seasonal in nature.
The cross trader can only offer marginally costed rates if he has space available.
There is a possibility that at certain times of the year no space is available.

The answers to these questions are especially relevant if the coastal
shipping trades which the cross traders enter are thin (i.e. low volume) cargo
trades. It is possible that the rates offered by the cross trader are such that the
domestic transport industries cannot compete no matter how efficient they are.
Introducing competition in this form could actually threaten the viability of
domestic transport industries who could argue that it is unfair to expect them to
compete with foreign transport businesses whose services are not being costed in
such a way as to reflect the true costs of providing those services.

Policy makers contemplating allowing cross trader entry to coastal trades
should carefully examine the vulnerability of domestic transport industries to
cross trading competition and the availability of contingency or fal~ back transport
if the cross trader cannot meet demand.

Shipper controlled shipping

Shipping which operates in vertically _integrated jndustries1 is often
shipper controlled. These trades typically feature single commodity cargoes such
as crude oil or petroleum product (tanker trades) and coal or iron ore (dry bulktrades). 

The trades are usually part of a supply chain or distribution networkwhere 
regularity and reliability are critical, especially when providing input into

tertiary industry establishments such as steel production.

The consequences of these cargoes not anriving on schedule can be
substantial, such as necessitating the closing down of a blast furnace or a refinery.
A shipper may be prepared to pay a premium for reliability and efficiency in his
shipping to avoid such consequences.

It is unlikely that the ship type and size requirements of the above
shippers, as well as supply reliability, could be met from the vagaries of the
international cross trading fleet. If these shippers are to benefit from a relaxation
of cabotage it is likely to be only through the long term presence of a dedicated
appropriate foreign fleet. However it is possible that competitive pressure may
be obtainable through a ship management tender process.

Vertically integrated industries are those where a single econonllc enterprise typicallycontrols 
both material input and production industries. For example a steel maker may also

own/control coal and iron ore mining interests.
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The concept of tendering for transport services over fixed periods as ameans 
of putting competitive pressure on costs is not new and is often used inmarkets 
where the scope for multiple competitors is limited. The extent to which

it would be successful in coastal shipping under a cabotage regime would be
dependant on the level of competition within the ship management industry.

Guest labour arguments

Two arguments often raised in defence of cabotage are that:

the 

abolition of cabotage will result in job losses amongst shipcrews; 
and

why should coastal shipping be expected to face competition fromforeign 
labour when no other domestic service industries aresubjected 

to such pressures.

In relation to the first argument consideration needs to be. given to the
impact of cabotage abolition policies on overall employment in the economy, not
just employment in the shipping industry. The abolition of cabotage may result
in employment creation in other industries which outweigh shipping industry job
losses.

In relation to the second argument it is true that jobs in many domestic
service industries such as truck and bus drivers, and hotel and catering staff may
normally be reserved for nationals. It is also probably true that substitution of
that domestic labour with lower priced foreign labour might reduce those service
costs to the national benefit, and indeed this does happen in many developing
countries which participate actively in an extensive international market in labour.

Domestic transport costs have an input into the final cost of production
and to that extent are a component of trade competitiveness. In the tourism
industries prospective destinations must compete on price as well as on natural
or other attractions. Why therefore is there a focus only on coastal shipping
services?

The answer is probably not entirely logical but arises from a number offactors, 
some possibly psychological iQ~ature. Shipping is a capital intensive

industry requiring substantial investment: This can be an impediment to the
development of competition, e;speclally in thin coastal trades. While coastal
shipping is clearly a domestic task it takes place in international waters side by
side with internationally trading shipping, so that the opportunity for competitionis 

more evident. Additionally while foreign workers might be taking the place ofdomestic 
workers if cabotage is removed, they might never set foot on land. Tothe 

extent that the foreign workers do not cross immigration and customs barriersthere 
is a reduced perception of them as part of the domestic labour force.
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Strategic fleet arguments

The strategic value of the national coasting fleet is sometimes raised in
defence of cabotage. It can be expected that the potential utility of the fleet for
military or civil defence purposes will be directly related to the suitability of fleet
for the purposes contemplated and the locations at which the fleet might be used.

For example, roll-on/roll off ships are often highly regarded for strategicpurposes 
because they are not dependent on shore based stevedoring facilities and

can offer flexibility in terms of the types of cargoes that can be carried (including
vehicular cargoes).

.-
Ultimately it is unlikely that cabotage policy would be driven by such

strategic motivations particularly if it leads to a compromise of the efficiency of
the coasting fleet. This would not, however, preclude a fleet being utilized for
strategic purposes once a policy on cabotage was established.

It is worth noting that the cargo fleet supporting the United Kingdom in
the Falklands conflict was chartered for the purpose.

Current account arguments

Another defence often raised for cabotage is that there will be a negativebalance 
of payments outcome from substituting" a foreign owned fleet for a

domestically owned fleet.

This argument typically cites that while the freight payments for carriageof 
coastal cargoes are being paid to domestic shipowners there is no impact on thenations 

international accounts. However, if cabotage is removed those freightpayments 
are made to foreign shipowners and there is a resultant outflow of funds

which has a negative impact on the current account of the balance of payments.A 
useful analogy to this is the consuming imported goods rather than locallyproduced 

goods. The difference is that the impact is on the services area of the
current account (or invisibles) rather than the merchandise trade area.

This is a complex matter which requires careful analysis before any
conclusions can be drawn and may see different outcomes in different countries.
While freight paYtnents under' a cabotage regime may stay in the domestic
economy there may be significant outflows of funds associated with maintaining
a coastal fleet. Such outflows might arise from the need to import ships and parts,
to obtain overseas finance for ship purchase and to import fuels.

Conversely while foreign ships may receive freight payments whenengaging 
in coastal trades they will also provide inflows through paymentstowards 

port costs, fuel purchase and victualing.
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Also relevant is that investment tied up in a domestic coastal fleet may be
used to generate more efficient balance of payments accounts outcomes if
invested in other sectors of the economy.

The issue of balance of payments objectives generally as they relate tointernational 
shipping services have been examined in greater detail in Chapter4

Safety and environment arguments

An argument commonly raised by defenders of cabotage is that any
replacement of domestic shipping with possible sub-standard foreign shipping
will increase the risk of marine incidents on th~coast and the possibility of
pollution and damage to the coastal marine e~vironment.

The difficulty with this argument is that the same ships can transit the
same coastal waters with the same attendant risk on international voyages. In any
event such vessels are subject to the normal processes of Port State Control
whether they are on international or coastal voyages.
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